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WRITER Word ProcessingWRITER Word Processing
Writer has all the features you need from a modern, 
full-featured word processing or desktop publishing 
tool. It's simple enough for a quick memo, but powerful 
enough to create complete books with contents, 
diagrams and indexes. You're free to concentrate on 
your message, while Writer will make it look great.

CALC  SpreadsheetCALC  Spreadsheet
Calc is the spreadsheet program you've always 
needed. Newcomers find it intuitive and easy to learn. 
Professional data miners and number crunchers will 
appreciate the comprehensive range of advanced 
functions. 

IMPRESSIMPRESS Presentations Presentations
Impress is an outstanding tool for creating effective 
multimedia presentations. Presentations can be 
enhanced with 2D and 3D clip art, special effects and 
transition styles, high-impact drawing tools and 
animations.

DRAW  Vector DrawingsDRAW  Vector Drawings
Draw lets you produce anything from a quick sketch to 
a complex plan, and gives you the means to 
communicate with graphics and diagrams. With a 
maximum page size of 300cm by 300cm, Draw is a an 
excellent package for producing technical drawings, 
posters, and more.

BASE DatabaseBASE Database
Base is a full-featured desktop database, designed to 
meet the needs of most users. It is a valuable asset for 
adding power to other LibreOffice applications. Base 
can also be used as a front end to most enterprise-
class databases. 

MATH Formula EditorMATH Formula Editor                       
Math is the formula editor that can be invoked to insert 
perfectly-formatted mathematical and scientific 
formulas into your text documents, spread-sheets, 
presentations and drawings. 

You, too, can get involved!You, too, can get involved!

The LibreLibreOffice community welcomes 
volunteers in all areas.

http://www.LibreOffice.orghttp://www.LibreOffice.org
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